
 

 
 
 

The ASPIRAS team wishes you a happy, healthy and successful new 
year 2007! 
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Order the ASPIRAS calendar  

 
To celebrate the beginning of the new year ASPIRAS presents you with a photo 
calendar. It contains selected motives from nature for each month – in the style 

of our “take a break” website. Folded it fits into any handbag – opened it has 
the size of a A4 sheet, excellently suited as a friendly title page in “boring” files. 

Folded appropriately it may serve as a decorative desk-calendar or can bring 
some variety to your pinboard. If you want to make the ASPIRAS calendar your 
own just order it using the contactform, or send an email to:  

isenhoefer@aspiras.de 
 

 
 
 

ASPIRAS in Mainz 
 

You want to visit us in Mainz? Then exploit the new detailed driving directions 
and location plan we activated on our website for you. With the short, easy 
understandable instructions you will be lead to your destination quickly – either 

by car, train or airplane. 
 

 
 
 

MedTech-Pharma-Biotech in Munich 

http://www.aspiras.de/de/seiten/kontakt/kontaktformular.html
mailto:isenhoefer@aspiras.de
http://www.aspiras.de/de/seiten/kontakt/anfahrt.html
http://www.aspiras.de/de/seiten/kontakt/anfahrt.html
http://www.aspiras.de/de/seiten/kontakt/anfahrt.html


 

In February you will have the chance to get together with ASPIRAS CEO Cathrin 
Pauly on the international MedTech-Pharma-Biotech forum in Munich. She will 

arrive already for the one-on-one partnering on February 13 but will also be at 
your disposal for open discussions on the following two days. If you participate 
in the forum and would like to meet in person please arrange a date by calling 

0049-6131-995304 or by sending an email to pauly@aspiras.de. 
 

 

 
Being creative with the ASPIRAS calendar 

 
How do you utilize your photo calendar – for overview, as a timer or as a waste 

calendar? We are looking forward to your feedback under pauly@aspiras.de. 
 
 

 
 

Good to know 
 

Did you know that all company and financial data required for publication by 
German law for e. g. limited liability companies (GmbHs) and commercial 
partnerships are publicized via the internet in Germany since the beginning of 

January 2007? 
The new information source under the responsibility of the federal ministry of 

justice, which controls the data and annual accounts of the companies, is made 
available for all citizens at http://www.unternehmensregister.de 
 

 
 

 
Take a break! 
 

Allow yourself a time off and take a creative break. For this purpose we’re 
providing a wise saying which is accompanied by a seasonally adequate 

photograph and relaxing music. 
Click here to take a take a short break! 
 

 
 

 
Challenge ASPIRAS 
 

Just contact us without obligation and discuss your topics and your list of 
questions. Based on a sound anlysis, ASPIRAS offers you a coarse concept 

including a cost estimation. After consultation with the client ASPIRAS provides 
the following services: project target identification, project planning regarding 
time, capacity, cost and manpower, project implementation and control and 

project documentation. ASPIRAS provides the project results effectively and in 
due time. Please contact Cathrin Pauly. 

 
 

mailto:pauly@aspiras.de
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Cancel the newsletter? 

 
You wish to cancel the order for ASPIRAS-newsletters coming out four times a 
year? Send an empty mail with the subject “cancel the newsletter” to 

pauly@aspiras.de. We immediately take you from the recipients list. 
We would of course appreciate to hear about the reason for the cancellation. 

 
 
 

 
Contakt & Copyright 

 
Cathrin Pauly 
 

ASPIRAS 
Project Consulting in Pharma and Biotech 

Am Rosengarten 29 
D-55131 Mainz 

  
Phone:  +49 (0) 6131 - 99 53 04 
Mobile:   +49 (0) 162 - 615 07 83 

Fax:  +49 (0) 6131 - 99 53 05 
e-Mail:     pauly@aspiras.de 

Internet:  www.aspiras.de 
 
© 2007  You may forward the ASPIRAS Newsletter to your friends and 

colleagues. 
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